
the railways surviving the ravages 
of the bombers and the sabotage at
tempts of the Resistance, 

RULE : 1) The Gennan player 
may move up to six units by rail 
per turn. 

2) All units wishing to move
by rail must begin the turn stacked 
up to two units in a city or red 
star hex. 

3) Those units moving by rail
may move 15 hexes per turn, but not 
through impassable mountains or Al
lied ZOC's. These units may not 
participate in battle the turn they 
are moved by rail, nor move normal
ly, but they may defend. 

OPrIONAL -RULE #5 - Italian 
Front Victory, 

HISTORICAL NOTES - This rule 
assumes that the Salerno invasion 
was crushed early, and troops from 
Italy could be freed for operations 
in France. Instead of requiring 
the creation of additional count
ers, the presence of these forces 

is reflected by a replacement sys
tem. 

RULE: 1) The German player re
ceives two factors per turn for re
placements. These are begun on 
turn three, and are continued until 
turn 15, when the regular rate of 
five factors per turn takes over, 

2) The units eligible for re
placement are as before (that is, 
anything but Static divisions and 
HQ's). They are taken from the 
dead pile and placed on red star 
hexes. Note that these replacement 
factors may be accumulated. 

OPrIONAL RULE #6 
Paradrop Capability. 

German 

HISTORICAL NOTES - As the Ba
sic Game rules state, German para
chute units lacked the training to 
para.drop. In fact, Crete, in 1941, 
had been the last operation of the 
sort, and the Germans, quite frank
ly, were slaughtered. This rule, 
superior to similar rules published 
in The General (Vol, 11, No. 1), 
reflects the amount of training 

possible for each unit. 

RULE: 1) Before setting up, 
roll the die for each of the three 
German parachute units in the game, 
and consult the following table. 
The results are applied to the unit 
as is indicated. 

Die Roll 

1 

2 

3-4 

5-6

Paradrop Capability 

Unlimited paradrops 

Two paradrops 

One pa.radrop 

No paradrops 

a) Paradrops are conducted 
within the AH rules. German para
chute units must spend two turns 
out of Allied ZOC's prior to any 
drop. 

2) Optional: To aid an inex
perienced German player, give him at 
least a capacity for two paradrops 
with the 5-5-3, 
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In this SPI game of Napoleon's 
battles in Central Europe in the 
early 1800's there are several u
nique features that we have tried 
to simplify for PBM play, 

MAPBOARD - In PB:M play it will 
be necessary to number the mapboard 
for reference to unit locations. 
Start in the northwest corner with 
the number 0101, Number consecu
tively running vertically (north to 
south) 0101, 0102, 0103, etc. Now

return to the top row and running 
horizontally (west to east) number 
0101, 0201, 0301 1 etc, For refer
ence, Posen is 4306, Prague is 
3220, Leipzig is 2412, Ulm is 1230, 
Vienna is 4132, Berlin is 2705, and 
Noln is 0114. 

The unit counters supplied 
with the game carry an identifica
cion number, so no further identi
fication is needed, 

Step 1 - The Allied player 

fills in Part 
battle sheet 

I of 
which 

the order of 
records the 

movement of his uni ts. He also re
cords the last position of his op
ponent's units. Indicate by an as
terisk any units that are in a dis
rupted state. Next, fill in Part 
II if any units are attempting a 
forced march. Any units in forced 
march state not being supplied by a 
supply unit should have two stocks 
listed, The first stock will cover 
the initial die roll and the second 
stock will be utilized if an "OP" 
is the result of the first die 
roll. You may want to indicate 
that if an "OP" is the result, the 
forced march is to be halted (indi
cate which hex the halt occurs) or 
the march is halted only if a cer
tain "OP" number is the result. 
Next, fill in Part III for any au
tomatic eliminations that occur 
during the movement phase. You now 
complete Part IV for any attacks, 
In completing Part IV, only fill in 
columns 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. Now the 
sheet is to be mailed to the French 
player. 

Step 2 - The French player 
will list any retreat-before-com
bats in column 10 of Part IV. If 
he does not wish to retreat before 
combat, he will allocate supply in 
column 4 and then return the sheet 
to the Allied player. The French 
player will resolve all forced 
marches listed in Part II, filling 
in columns 4 and 6. 
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Step 3 - The Allied player 
will now list stocks and a closing 
transaction date in columns 5 and 6 
for all battles that are to take 
place. He should also proceed to 
complete Part VI creating any new 
supply uni ts. Part VII is to be 
filled in when utilized: before 
movement, after movement, during 
combat. The sheet is now mailed to 
the French player. 

Step 4 - The French player re
solves all battles and records this 
information in Part V. 

The French player now starts 
at Step 1 and follows the same pro
cedure that the Allied player did. 
Note that if there are no battles, 
Step 2 is deleted and the phasing 
player completes the entire order 
of battle sheet before mailing to 
his opponent. 

COMBAT - All forced marches 
and battles are resolved by select
ing a common stock from the New 
York Stock Exchange, The last di
git from the sales-in-100's column 
for that particular stock for the 
transaction date selected becomes, 
in effect, the die roll and is 
cross-referenced with the tables 
provided, Note that in the forced 
march tables the next column higher 
than 9 is just listed as a 
This is actually equivalent to a 10 
but 10 is not listed to avoid con
fusion with the number O. 


